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Your name or email address: I have used both generic and propecia. Propecia is very expensive though even the generics
are still expensive which makes you wonder why generic finasteride is so much cheaper if not just to price gouge
people. It wont hurt to ask for the generic finasteride, and if not just take the propecia. I have had zero sides, and my hair
loss has stabilized which is what finasteride is supposed to do. Discussion in ' Antiandrogens - Propecia, Dutasteride,
etc. The reason people including me opt for the generic version is that - provided you can get it prescribed or ordered in
legit form - you will have the same benefit for much cheaper! Raz Established Member My Regimen. Feb 28, Messages:
Only propecia and its generics are really for male pattern baldness although its the same drug. As these pills only have
1mg of Finasteride in them, I could use them for 98 days. I know finasteride is basically the same as Propecia Yes, my
password is: It doesn't matter what brand you take. Hope this helped, best of luck. Sorry I am a bit confused about what
you are asking No, create an account now. But they both have the same active ingredents. Propecia is a just brand name
manufactured by Merck!! Note that these prices are only for Finland, but the effect should be similar globally.Oct 16, Do you believe 1mg generic finasteride doesn't work as well as propecia? Forum, The ISHRS journal has an article
concluding that generic 1mg fin causes the patient to continue to thin (and those switching from Propecia to generic saw
loss increase). They believe Propecia has a higher effectiveness due to Generic Finasteride effectiveness compared to
Propecia? Are they. Propecia and generic finasteride 1mg but there are reports on some forums stating that people
noticed a difference when switching to generic. Given the big price difference I'm keen to try the generic but not if it
could be less effective. Are there any accurate/genuine reports or studies about the generic being less effective?. I've
seen it being discussed more often and tbh I don't necessarily want to start a discussion of Generic Finasteride vs
Propecia, just if it would be good for me to switch from Generic fin to propecia or proscar. I used to take propecia but
because propecia costs like 55 euro / month over here. I switched to Name-brand Propecia versus finasteride. Oct 15, Finasteride is the active ingredient in Propecia as well as Proscar, Fincar and all other generic Propecia-esque
Finasteride-drugs. however, in the link I sent, if u zoom in the picture it says it's a 1mg finasteride., so it's Propecia not
Generic?! am I right?! Look unahistoriafantastica.com finasteride vs Brand propecia. I have been taking propecia the
prescribed one but now I think ill try save abit of money and just go for the. The International Society for Hair
Restoration Surgery has a journal called Forum. Volume 25, Number 2 (March/April ) contains an article by. Oct 9, - Hi
Doc,. Had a couple of questions; Been following your blog for sometime now and had a few concerns. Hopefully you
can answer them. I have been on finasteride for approximately 3 months, till now I can say that maybe I have noticed
some thickening at the most. Anyways I wanted to ask you if you think. Jan 5, - Differences between generic Finasteride
and Propecia are only found in the inactive ingredients, such as those that bind the drug. Apr 16, - Is there any reason to
take Propecia versus the generic version. I have been on the generic for a 7 months and the balding has gotten worse (I
am 23). Also, do you have recommendations for where to get generic Propecia? Block Quote. There is no generic
Propecia available legally in the US. I realize. Apr 9, - If you're thinking about taking Propecia (aka Finasteride, its
generic name), it's imperative to educate yourself about your chances of a positive showed hair loss at a rate of 58, 72,
and percent in groups of men receiving placebo, versus 14, 17, and 35 percent hair loss in men taking Propecia.
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